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Case Study: Bread Street Kitchen

www.breadstreetkitchen.com

Outline
Bread Street Kitchen by Gordon Ramsay
restaurants
draws
inspiration
from
the
surrounding East London aesthetic to produce a
250 seat informal dining experience. The service
extends from early morning to late night, with
varied options for dining and drinking through
the stunning multi level venue styled by Russell
Sage, The contemporary yet cosy and vintage
feel is matched by the innovative menu based
around classic dishes.

Challenges
Warehouse means high roof and hard surfaces, which when combined with high occupancy creates
a brief for audio that competes with diners themselves. Add wide dynamic range, zones and event
use with the trademark Ramsay attention to detail and the specification automatically excludes AV
companies without a well established pedigree.
Technical
The N8000 processor and triple CPS8.5 amps form the engine room of a system that controls
zones in the restaurant, wine bar and street entrance. Wall controls and multiple DJ access points
are now standard features, while remote
access enables live monitoring to enable
optimised preventative maintenance.
Response
‘When we at Gordon Ramsay Restaurants
put so much effort into every ingredient,
presentation, service and venue, we want
to feel that the audio design and
installation has had the same attention to
detail. This is exactly what CGA
Integration gave us in the system we rely
on to underpin our concept.’
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